
Recent retreat convert Claudia Cahalane 
left the daily grind behind for Somerset’s 
Sparkford Hall and a long weekend of raw 
food wonderment with Kate Magic and 
her team.

year ago, I knew little about retreats – apart from 
having a friend who’d escaped a vipassana course 
over the gates in the middle of  the night. I had no 
idea why someone would do one. But following 

a difficult time in my personal life and managing a hectic 
work schedule with my social life stuffed into every nook, I 
experienced an urgent yearning to say “no” to everything around 
me and go within.

Once I’d tidied up my deadlines, I went off  on a silent yoga, 
qigong and meditation retreat for a week with the charitable 
Art of  Living organisation. It was an immense seven days of  
reflection and healing. For the first time I experienced the value 
of  giving yourself  complete love and a total break.

I’ve since tried and also failed at the vipassana course – 
escaping by legit means. But I’ve continued on the journey 
of  physical and mental health development. So, when the 
opportunity arose to go on the Raw Magic Retreat near 
Glastonbury during the week of  the spring equinox, I grabbed 
on to my lucky stars and journeyed to Sparkford Hall for four 
days of  raw food, living clean, and so much more.

I’d dipped my fingers into raw food previously, but being a 
person who likes minimal fuss in the kitchen, I’d not gone too far 
into the dehydrator realm. Here was my chance to do a couple 
of  very easy-to-follow demonstrations with raw food hero Kate 
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Magic, ably assisted by a 10-year-old ‘butler’ – her son, Zachary. 
I would learn how to massage kale and whip up a raw rum truffle 
expertly and simply.

Kate, author of  some of  the UK’s best-selling raw food books, 
including Eat Smart Eat Raw, and pioneer of  successful events 
like The Chocolate Disco, was one of  the main leaders of  the 
retreat. Co-organisers Aradhana Kaur, a kundalini yoga and 
raw food teacher, and raw chef  goddess extraordinaire Anna 
Middleton, of  Bristol-based company Rawsome, were equally 
intuitive about making sure everyone felt inspired, comfortable, 
and nourished.

As we soaked up the energy of  the grand old Georgian  
house and its 23 acres of  parkland and orchards, the trio 
created an environment for us to explore ourselves, open our 
hearts, laugh, and be fed by an excellent menu of  delights – 
from the love burger accompanied by glorious goji relish to  
raw  chia chocolate pudding as a morning boost, and truly 
marvellous millionaire shortbread, which left all 16 of  us  
warmed and satisfied.

Days were gently punctuated by meditation and yoga, ambles 
around the gardens to stroke horses, and food prep classes, 
while evenings had a loose structure of  sharing circles, thought-
provoking films, saunas, and silly games – important for those 
of  us who find it hard to let go in our everyday lives. With a 

good sprinkling of  housemates working in health and healing 
professions, there was a lot to learn. Glastonbury-based forensic 
energy healer Estelle Gillingham also spent some time with us 
and did paid-for one-on-one sessions with some, achieving 
fantastic results.

I loved that there was room for people to bring their own 
thing to the week; there was a sense of  exploration and 
experimentation in the air. The sharing vibe was strong. Tony 
Taylor of  New Earth Drinks freely offered his variety of  healthy 
superfood hot chocolates and coffee alternatives to the gang 
and others gave massages and lessons in practices such as 
emotional freedom therapy. There were lots of  hugs, heartfelt 
revelations, and high energy.

“The real magic with this kind of  event happens in the synergy 
between the people,” says Aradhana when I catch up with her 
after the retreat. “As hosts, we set things in place – a luxurious 
venue, an inspiring programme, a delicious menu, and then it 

Feeling as if you missed out 
on all that raw food fun? Never fear! 
Kate Magic and the team are running 
another Raw Magic Retreat at Sparkford 
Hall on 22–26 September. Prices 
range from £400–£650, depending on 
accommodation choice, for the four-
night break. But if you book before 
1 July you receive a 10% early-bird 
discount. For more information head to 
www.rawmagicretreats.com.
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the Rawsome kitchen. Our alchemist chef  presented nature’s 
colours and flavours expertly. We felt nutritionally full all week, 
although I have to admit my craving for some bad food got the 
better of  me on a trip to the Glastonbury Tor, when I ducked off  
for some crisps. Sorry Anna!

Anna was conscious of  not overloading the meals with nuts 
and dehydrated foods preferring to give us meals high in fresh 
fruit and vegetables and offering nutrient-dense ingredients 
such as seaweeds, medicinal mushrooms, and superfoods. 
Despite our fullness, we of  course enjoyed all manner of  
goodies during the raw food prep classes, my personal 
favourites being the reishi candies, purpley coconuty superfood 
loveliness and massaged kale, which truly was a revelation.

After five days of  luxurious magic and a final night where we 
dressed up and sipped cocktails and munched on quantum 
cake, our cells sang us all the way home. Sincere connections 
were formed with people I know will continue to enrich my life. 
Retreats rule!

takes on a life of  its own once everyone arrives and starts to 
breathe in the intention we’ve set up in the space.

“It’s rather like activating seeds – after five days together in 
this beautiful space, the guests went home positively blossoming 
and calling the retreat a life-changing experience. The group 
have kept in touch, they’ve introduced more raw and superfoods 
into their lives and they’ve kept up with the yoga,” she says.

I got so much out of  the kundalini yoga and meditation, 
absorbing myself  in the love and warmth it brought through 
chants, songs, and deeply blissful music. At times I felt my heart 
overflowing and I broke spontaneously into happy laughter. 
A rare and great thing!

But we need to talk more about everyone’s favourite subject – 
food. And, all of  us agreed that we’d never tried anything quite 
like it. Highly original, perfectly put together meals flowed from 

If you’d like to experience some of 
Kate Magic’s teachings from your own home, 
then be sure to check out her latest venture 
– Raw Magic Academy – a fantastic new 
resource for raw foodies. The website allows 
you to buy Kate’s tutorials and talks and 
watch them at your own pace, including the 
Raw Magic Advanced Course – with more 
than 18 hours of teaching across 25 modules 
this is a great value option for those looking 
to avoid common frustrations and take their 
raw food preparation to a whole new level.
www.rawmagicacademy.com

Claudia Cahalane is a freelance journalist with more than 12 years of  

experience covering social, ethical, and well-being issues for  

The Guardian, BBC, Resurgence & Ecologist, Positive News and more. 

She’s on Twitter @ethicaljourno.
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